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Your Presenter: Gary Rowe, Principal Consulting Analyst at 

TechVision Research

Gary Rowe is a seasoned technology analyst, consultant, advisor, executive and 

entrepreneur. Mr. Rowe helped architect, build and sell three companies and has 

been on the forefront the standardization and business application of core 

infrastructure technologies over the past 35 years. He was President of Burton 

Group from 1999 to 2010, the leading technology infrastructure research and 

consulting firm through the sale of Burton to Gartner and was subsequently co-

President of Burton (Gartner for Technical Professionals) at Gartner. 

Mr. Rowe has personally led over 100 consulting engagements, 50+ educational 

seminars, published over 100 research reports/articles and led three significant 

technology industry initiatives. His combination of business skills and his deep 

understanding of technology provide a balanced perspective for clients. Core areas 

of focus include identity and access management, directory integration, cloud 

computing, security/risk management, digital transformation, IT business model 

changes, privacy and blockchain/distributed ledger. Mr. Rowe is authored/co-

authored 16 research reports in the past 4 years with several focused on IAM and 

worked on several enterprise consulting engagements in this area.
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TechVision Research: What we do

Consulting

• Senior, C-level clients

• Bridge between board-level 

strategies and technical solutions

Research

• Broad and deep experience

• Industry specialists

• Technology pioneers

• Global perspective

Identity and Access Management

Security and Risk Management

Data Architecture & Strategies

Digital Transformation

Innovation and Disruption

Privacy and Information Protection

Blockchain Adoption

Internet of Things

Product to Platform Evolution

Public, Private and Hybrid Cloud

Take a client theme

Identity
& Access 

Management

Privacy
& Consent

Cybersecurity

Information
Asset 

Management

Architecture
& Innovation

Providing 
deep 

knowledge to 
inform 

executive 
decisions

and Connect the Dots
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Desired Webinar Takeaways

• Recalibrate your Identity and Access Management program in 

light of the “New Normal”, the emerging Digital Enterprise, 

technology trends and other disruptors.  

• Gain an informed outside perspective on the future of IAM as 

input towards your: 

– Overarching IAM strategy

– 2021/2022 investment priorities

– IAM reference architecture

• Apply our “Top 12 list” to reason check your 2021 priorities

• Advice in support of for migration planning, integration planning 

and key tactical steps to execute on your “future state” IAM 

program
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Agenda

• Identity and Access Management in light of the “New 
Normal”
– Work at Home, Shop at Home, Stay at Home

– 10 Years of Digital Transformation in 10 Months

– 2020 lessons learned and applied to your future state IAM 
foundation

• Disruptive Technologies, New Business Models and Key 
Trends to Consider

• Top 12 List; The Future of IAM

• 2021 IAM Planning Considerations/Tools

• Enterprise IAM Action Plan 

• Radiant Logic:  approach and Use Cases

• Q&A
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Overarching Trends
• Automation of everything:

– Robotics

– AI/ML

– RPA

• Data and insights about everything:
– Sensors and IoT devices

– Cloud-based services

– Analytics/AI/ML/Quantum Computing

• Distributed Models
– Blockchain

– Peer-to-Peer

• Merging of Physical and Logical
– Nanotechnology

– Virtual Reality

• Pervasive Connectivity/Speed
– 5G

– Balloons/Satellites

• Convergence of new technologies, business models resulting in lower costs, 
greater sales, faster time-to-market, personalization, flexibility
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IAM and the “New Normal”
• While the pandemic will dissipate, we will not be the same:

– Most enterprises are further evaluating extending work at home programs 
beyond the pandemic

– The digital footprint will continue to grow as will new use cases

– Expectations are higher for user-friendly digital experiences

• Automation, innovation, disruption need to be accommodated

• 2020 lessons learned: Organizations with a strong, flexible, 
scalable and adaptive IAM foundation were rewarded; those that 
did not make these investments scrambled to survive
– 2021 will be the year to fine tune and solidify IAM foundations

– 2021 will be the year in which the IAM foundation expands to best support 
the new Digital Enterprise

• IAM will as much as any core foundation, determine the success or 
failure of your new Digital Enterprise  
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In our mobile, volatile world Identity is the only 

viable perimeter
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Big data, mobile, AI/ML …

Identity and 
Access Management

…blockchain, context, 

faster product cycles …

… cloudification of IT, 
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… BYOD/BYOI, 

privacy/GDPR, IoT
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The Future of Identity Management: 2021 Top 

12 List 

• Governance, Security and User 

Experience on Top

• Prioritized list, with foundational areas 

first, technologies to support those areas 

later 

• Factoring in the “New Normal”, the rapidly 

accelerating Digital Enterprise and how 

the IAM foundation needs to support and 

secure this new Digital World 
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Future of Identity Management; Enterprise Top 

12 List (2021-2025)
1. Centralized Identity Governance: Achieving 

centralized control and visibility while distributing 
computing, applications and data. This is 
increasingly difficult with the expanding and 
perimeter-less landscape, but critical.  

2. Zero Trust/Zero Friction Security: Identity is 
the primary tool for locking down ecosystems, 
protecting enterprises and supporting Zero Trust, 
but it must be accomplished with a better user 
experience.  

3. User Experience: 2021+ is all about the user 
experience and user-friendly interfaces for 
developers, administrators and end-users 

4. Customer IAM (CIAM): CIAM services, primarily 
cloud based still treated with unique 
management controls, but increasingly 
integrated/accessible via apps & services.

5. Cloud and Hybrid Identity: Identity services 
move to the cloud, but on-premise IAM needs to 
seamlessly integrate with cloud-based IAM

6. New Authentication models including MFA, 
Adaptive Authentication and Password-Less: 
Passwordless for users and PAM emerges to 
tightly secure those with Amin rights. 2021 will 
see the widespread  emergence of Just in Time 
(JIT) PAM. 

7. Unprecedented Scale/Speed: Supporting larger 
numbers of customers, prospects, things, 
employees, partners with near real-time response 
times

8. IAM of Everything: Inclusion of Diverse Object 
Types at Scale: Support for IoT, contextual data, 
customer data, RPA, processes, consent, tokens, 
DID

9. Use of AI/ML for Contextual Awareness and 
“Frictionless Security”: Using context, big data, 
pattern recognition to understand normal and 
anomalous activity so support better, lower-friction 
security 

10. Identity Services and Security Controls as 
Microservices: Identity, security API microservices 
critical in support of DevSecOps, new JIT security 

11. Privacy Protecting Identity and Security 
Services : Increasingly leveraging analytics, 
contextual data & AI/ML to support usability and 
privacy regulations by limiting and controlling the 
collection of PII

12. Decentralized IAM built on Blockchain: Identity 
services leveraging blockchain, verifiable claims 
and trust frameworks emerge and support user-
centric, privacy-compliant IAM services
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Preparing for the Digital Enterprise: 

Start with Identity Governance
• Single biggest problem and most costly area in most large IAM programs

• Governance is the most significant IAM challenge and the trends we’ve 
defined will make it harder

– New object types, relationships

– New identity consumers

– Lack of hard perimeters

– Management of hybrid environments, disconnected/federated identities, big data, 
context ,complex relationships

• Why is governance so hard? 
– It involves people; people to people is the hardest to govern

– Getting harder given the points above

• New Governance Models
– Centralized policies/controls/visibility

– Leveraging AI/ML/Analytics

– Assumes base-level understanding of all connected data/identities

– Goal is to automate 80% and focus on 20% that isn’t easily automatable or represents 
anomalous activity/requests

– Support for self-service
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The Identity Problem & User 

Experience 
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The average American currently has about 200 

accounts that require some sort of password 

identification, and that number will rise to 400 within 

five years or so. (per Dashlane)—this was pre-COVID

The average business employee must keep track 

of 191 passwords and 81% of confirmed data 

breaches are due to passwords. (per LastPass)

This is the single biggest usability problem on 

the Internet today; the foundation is collapsing



Passwordless & MFA in the Future
We have anticipated the demise of password-centric 

authentication for decades - the time has arrived to deploy MFA 

and passwordless security solutions within your enterprise

• Device and network ubiquity, reliability, Bring Your Own 

Device (BYOD) initiatives coupled with the accelerating levels 

of fraud associated with password-based authentication

• Many large, influential vendors such as Microsoft, Okta, Ping, 

ForgeRock and others have laid down the gauntlet - the 

password is truly dead

• The shift to the cloud provides the opportunity to reinvent 

authentication 

Furthermore, as the concepts associated with Zero Trust 

continue to evolve and take hold, passwordless & MFA will be 

an imperative
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• Addressing the hundreds of 
IDs/passwords often maintained 
today

• Move from BYOD to BYOI, to SSI

• Identity control by identity owner like 
in the physical world

• Peer-to-peer (no 3d party)

• Integrity of the identity record can be 
verified via blockchain

• Stronger authentication via digitally 
signed, verifiable credentials

• Better privacy by limiting non-
essential verification data

• Requires the development of an 
underlying ecosystem

• Significant investment by Microsoft, 
IBM, Ping, SAP and several early 
stage companies

Decentralized/Self-Sovereign Identity Built on 

Blockchain

©️ TechVision Research Corp. 2021- All Rights Reserved 
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How do I architect a solution to fit 

within this new IAM model?

• Identity governance is no longer an 

“afterthought”

• Start by identifying, understanding and securing 

diverse objects at scale

• Scale, scale, scale—millions and billions of 

objects to manage

• Formalize your IAM programs, invest in 

architecture, infrastructure and support
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2021: Start with your IAM 

Foundation

• Modern IAM supporting the “New Normal” and the Digital 
Enterprise starts by “going back to basics”

• This is more important then ever as IAM will make or 
break your Digital Enterprise

• TechVision recommends starting a current-state 
capabilities assessment, a requirements review (business 
and tech) and the development of a capabilities-based 
reference architecture

• First let’s look at how to approach requirements:
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2021 Business Outcome Example

• Employees have access to enterprise systems 
immediately upon hire. 
– Currently provided by what source systems (e.g., HR?)

– Does it require much manual intervention?  

• Automate de-provisioning in cases of leaving the 
organization.
– De-provisioning is often currently a manual process. 

• Perform attestation on all employees
– Typically performed on high risk areas only. 

• Improve customer experience
– Are customer accounts linked across multiple LOBs?

– Do you offer MFA for higher risk customer transactions?

– Can you eliminate passwords?

• Other Expected Business Outcomes?  
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Typical Unmet Needs Example
• Lack of self-service provisioning functionality:

– Excessive manual intervention required for provisioning—no workflows

– No mandatory approval capabilities 

• No self-service password capability:

– Password resets must be done with the assistance of the Help Desk without 

ability to perform off-network resets—thousands of calls/mo.

– Causes risky behavior for remote access users without reset capability

• De-provisioning and modifications are a manual process

• No functionality to review or update roles within business 

• Attestation can’t be performed (with the current tool), leaving many in the 

organization with excessive privileges—can’t restrict requestors to specific 

departments or applications 

• Review of key administrative functions is currently a manual monthly process. 

• Other unmet needs? 
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2021: Now is the time to Formalize 

your Reference Architecture
• You IAM foundation needs to support everything; new users, objects, regulatory 

controls, business functions, applications…

• A reference architecture puts your enterprise in control of your own destiny; NOT 
vendors, NOT Integrators, but your team.

• After an objective current state assessment and requirements collection, start to 
develop your own Reference Architecture

• The development of a capabilities-based Reference Architecture:
– Ensures all major areas are covered

– Helps to understand the big picture while developing specific strategies for each 
category of capabilities

– Structured approach to provide the flexible, open, modular, dynamic and inclusive IAM 
model for digital transformation

– Factor in the key future state areas we’ve described

• We’ll first look at a high-level template:
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Reference Architecture: Top-Level
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Reference Architecture 2nd Level
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Elements of the Combined Portfolio Architecture
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IAM Support for the “New Normal”
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IAM 2021: Building the Identity Foundation for 

the New Normal

• Provide the foundation to seamlessly embrace new 
technologies, business models & approaches while “keeping 
the IAM plane in the air” 

• The Digital Enterprise transitions from “point programs” to the 
new enterprise business model

• Flexibility, openness, scale, adaptability and inclusiveness are 
critical; NO LOCK IN

• Moving to cloud-first wherever possible, but hybrid support is 
still critical

• IAM is critical in support of the “Safe Digital Enterprise”
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TechVision Recommendations
• Consider the 12 future state directions for IAM within your reference 

architecture and future state portfolio

• Invest in a consistent governance model but understand it requires:
– Clean up your existing environment to execute on your plan

– Automate 80%-90% of governance, focus on the anomalies

• Simplify and protect; user experience, zero trust and inclusion

• The future-state enterprise IAM model must be open, adaptive, flexible, 
scalable, and include many new objects—internal and external—this is 
the key to supporting the digital enterprise and the disruptive 
opportunities organizations will have over the next 5 years

• …but legacy systems, hybrid environments, conflicting governance 
models and messy data will be here for a long time must be managed 
and orchestrated to move to the next generation of IAM

• Radiant Logic will discuss the “glue” to connect the current state to your 
desired future state
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Reserve your Spot: Chrysalis 2021

https://techvisionresearch.com/chrysalis-2021/
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The World of Access is Expanding

Identity is the New Perimeter 

Driver 1: Federation/Access 
Management

Driver 2: Hosting and syncing 
identity to the cloud



The Challenges of a Fragmented and Distributed Identity System

The integration and architecture of on premise IAM and cloud-
based IAM systems will be critical decision points for most 

organizations



While Federation Organizes Access, Identity Integration is Often 

Required

Attributes are key



The Move to the Cloud: The Hybrid World is full of Opportunity but 

will Compound the Challenges



As Federation and the Cloud Grows, there will be More than One 

Integration Point and Hub



The Solution: An Identity Integration Hub Service Based on 

Virtualization & Synchronization

• With the extension of federation and the integration to the cloud, the 

requirements for different levels of identity integration, views and storage have 

increased.

• In turn this will require a multiplication of “identity hubs” (ex. AWS, Azure, 

Google Cloud) at different levels (on prem, regional, national), and the “pipes” 

(ex. AD-Connect) and logic to keep them in sync.

• The solution: A federated identity and directory service based on integration & 

synchronization



SaaS ApplicationOther Directory or 
Identity Repository
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First Step

Identity Aggregation – Dynamic View Generation

On Premises 
Application SaaS Application

• The service creates the view of the identity data that best suits the needs of 

the consuming application

Other Directory or 
Identity Repository

Consuming 
Application

Consuming 
Application

Hierarchical view
Geographical view

PEPPDP



PEPPDP



PEPPDP



PEPPDP
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Simplify/Extend Your IdP Deployment with a Federated Identity 

and Directory Service

Federation approaches such as OpenID Connect, 

OAuth and SAML are critical

Use of identity data abstraction/virtualization will 

become more important



The Identity Integration Challenges seen in the “Real World”– No 

Unicity of Identity Across all Data Sources



Identity and Context Virtualization Process



FID based on virtualization: Local Systems Publishing to a Logically 

Centralized Directory (Manage Globally, Act Locally)

• Acting as an abstraction layer between applications and the underlying identity 
silos, virtualization isolates applications from the complexity of back-ends.



RadiantOne Federated Identity and Directory Service: 

A System Made of Two Parts

• RadiantOne Federated Identity and Directory Service is made of two 

main parts:

– An integration layer based on virtualization for:

• Identity aggregation and correlation

• Mapping and translation logic

• Advanced distributed join

• Group rationalization

• Modeling application-specific virtual views

– A storage layer (HDAP)

• Based on big data technologies

• Used as persistent cache

• Fully LDAP v3 compatible with a modern architecture

Integration 

Layer

HDAP

Storage



What is HDAP?

• HDAP is the RadiantOne Big Data directory

– a Next-Gen LDAP v3 compliant directory driven by Big Data and Search Technology

• This highly-available version of LDAP offers better performance and increased scalability.

• Beyond LDAP, HDAP supports other protocol such as SQL and ADAP (REST interface to 

LDAP)

Use of identity data abstraction/virtualization will

become more important



Cluster, Leader, and Follower Deployment



• LDAP is a good protocol, but it is not web based. The closest thing to a 

web service for LDAP is provided by DSML, which is XML based, and 

outdated. The new trend is to deliver information via a REST interface. 

• The usage of HDAP can be very broad. One crucial capability of LDAP is 

the ability to navigate and discover context about any given subject or 

identity. Navigating a directory is a form of graph and contextual 

discovery that allows you to have progressive disclosure of information. 

This is key in security, and elsewhere, but LDAP doesn't support the web 

service interface for delivering that information. 

• Putting all this capability that exists in LDAP into a REST interface, opens 

LDAP to the web.

ADAP: a REST Interface to LDAP/HDAP



Syncing to Different Clouds (Azure AD and AWS)

AD LDAP

Federated Identity 

and Directory Service

Database
Active

Directory

LDAP

Directory

+
AD Connect–
Mgraph/Graph API 



RadiantOne Creates Global Profiles that can be Provisioned to Each 

App (and then Kept in Sync)



Integrating Identity to Sync to the Cloud



• Integrate and Modernize your identity and directory infrastructure

• Leverage virtualization/integration/synchronization and a modern directory 

storage to deliver a common identity service for:

– Access Management/Federation

– IGA

– Linking and provisioning your identity infrastructure on the cloud (Azure AD, AWS)

Conclusion



Questions, Comments?  

For More Information: Complimentary Resource

• “Report: Techvision IAM Reference Architecture”

https://www.radiantlogic.com/portfolio-single/report-techvision-iam-reference-architecture/


Thank You!

Next Webinar: 

“Expedite Your M&A: Integrate your Identity Infrastructure with RadiantOne FID”

• Thursday January 28, 2021

• 11 AM PT / 2 PM ET

• www.radiantlogic.com/webinars


